Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

The Addams Family 30th Anniversary Celebrating the film’s 30th anniversary this year,
The three releases will include a new featurette which shows behind the scenes
footage, an exclusive interview with director Barry Sonnenfeld, and an archival
featurette. With the new high definition offerings, the movie will also come with two
viewing options. You can watch the original theatrical cut or try out the never seen
before ‘More Mamushka!’ version, where the iconic family dance between Gomez (Raul
Julia) and Fester (Christopher Lloyd) is extended. The Addams Family is: “When
long-lost Uncle Fester (Christopher Lloyd) reappears after 25 years in the Bermuda
Triangle, Gomez (Raul Julia) and Morticia (Anjelica Huston) plan a celebration to wake
the dead. But Wednesday (Christina Ricci) barely has time to warm up her electric chair
before Thing points out Fester’s uncommonly “normal” behaviour. Could this Fester be
a fake and part of an evil scheme to raid the Addams fortune?” Paramount
Planes, Trains and Automobiles Limited Edition Blu-ray SteelBook. Neal Page is an
advertising executive who just wants to fly home to Chicago to spend Thanksgiving
with his family. But all Neal Page gets is misery. Misery named Del Griffith - a loud
mouthed, but nevertheless lovable, salesman who leads Neal on a cross-country, wild
goose chase that keeps Neal from tasting his turkey. Steve Martin (Neal) and John
Candy (Del) are absolutely wonderful as two guys with a knack for making the worst of
a bad situation. If it's painful, funny, or just plain crazy, it happens to Neal and Del in
Planes, Trains and Automobiles. Every traveler's nightmare in a comedy-come-true! The
Planes, Trains And Automobiles Limited-Edition Blu-ray SteelBook boasts over an hour
of legacy bonus content, including an in-depth retrospective on John Hughes’ career
that includes interviews with those who worked with him and explores his indelible
impact as a writer and filmmaker. Additional previously released features include
“Getting There is Half the Fun: The Story of Planes, Trains And Automobiles,”“John
Hughes For Adults,” a tribute to John Candy, and a deleted scene. Paramount
One Shot In an effort to prevent a terrorist attack on Washington D.C., an elite squad of
Navy SEALs led by Lt. Blake Harris (Scott Adkins) and a junior CIA analyst Zoe Anderson
(Ashley Greene) must retrieve a prisoner from a CIA black site island prison. Tensions
flare as Deputy Site Manager Tom Shields (Ryan Phillippe) refuses to release the
suspected terrorist based solely on Anderson's intel, but when the base comes under
attack by waves of insurgents they must band together to complete the mission.
Screen Media
Rick and Morty Season 5 Creators Justin Roiland (“Solar Opposites”) and Dan Harmon
(“Community”), get ready to binge on one of cables #1 watched comedies featuring all
10 episodes from Season 5, and outrageous bonus content including the
never-before-seen featurette - "Fighting Gravity": The Making of Season 5. Exclusive to
the set, follow co-creator Dan Harmon and the crew as they reflect on the challenges
of completing this season in the middle of a pandemic. Additional special features
include “Inside the Episode” segments for every episode, numerous featurettes, and
more. Bonus Features "Fighting Gravity": The Making of Season 5 (Exclusive to Set): In
this deep dive discussion, co-creator Dan Harmon and the crew reflect on the
challenges of completing this season in the middle of a pandemic and the creative
process behind the story's biggest revelations. “Inside the Episode”: For every episode
from Season 5 , B-Story Generator Vol. 1: Co-creator Dan Harmon and writer Rob
Schrab reach into their box of random ideas to conjure up hilarious side stories.
B-Story Generator Vol. 2: Co-creator Dan Harmon and writer Rob Schrab return to
brainstorm even more ludicrous side stories. Backgrounds: The show's artists give us a
jaw-dropping look at the amazingly detailed environments packed into every episode.
Animation and Compositing: Crafting the show's visuals is a complex process and the
crew is here to show us why. Coloring Rick and Morty: Get an in-depth look at how the
crew uses vibrant color to create fantastic alien worlds. Directing 'Mortyplicity': An
inside look at the evolution of this ambitious and action-packed episode, from initial
storyboards to final product. Directing 'Rickmurai Jack': A behind the scenes look at
one visualization of one of the most ambitious episodes in the series' history. Season 5
Hype: Dan Harmon and the writers give you a taste of what's in store for Rick and
Morty's wildest season yet. Warner
Reds 40th Anniversary The film, based on actual events, tells the story of John Reed
(Beatty), American Communist, journalist and activist, whose love affair with
writer/feminist Louise Bryant (Diane Keaton) unfolds against the explosive backdrop of
the Russian Revolution. Jack Nicholson, Paul Sorvino, Maureen Stapleton, Edward
Hermann and Jerry Kosinski also star in this classic film masterpiece, which garnered
more Academy AwardÂ® nominations for 1982 - twelve - than any other film in the
previous 15 years. Paramount
Heaven Can Wait Joe Pendleton (Warren Beatty), quarterback for the Los Angeles
Rams, is killed in an auto accident. In the afterlife, Joe discovers that his guardian angel
(Buck Henry) has taken him from his body prematurely, and he is due many more years
on earth. Unable to return to his body, Joe assumes the form of greedy multimillionaire
industrialist Leo Farnsworth. As Farnsworth, Joe attempts a return to football and falls
in love with environmental activist Betty Logan (Julie Christie). Paramount
The Wolf Of Wall Street 4K In 1987, Jordan Belfort (Leonardo DiCaprio) takes an
entry-level job at a Wall Street brokerage firm. By the early 1990s, while still in his 20s,
Belfort founds his own firm, Stratton Oakmont. Together with his trusted lieutenant
(Jonah Hill) and a merry band of brokers, Belfort makes a huge fortune by defrauding
wealthy investors out of millions. However, while Belfort and his cronies partake in a
hedonistic brew of sex, drugs and thrills, the SEC and the FBI close in on his empire of
excess. The 4K Ultra HD release features exceptional picture quality courtesy of a new
film transfer supervised by Scorsese. The disc includes access to a digital copy of the
film and the previously released bonus content:The Wolf Pack, Running Wild, The Wolf
of Wall Street Round Table. Paramount

